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monsoon p 1

a seasonal prevailing wind in the region of South and 
Southeast Asia, blowing from the southwest between May 

and September and bringing rain (the wet monsoon ), or from 
the northeast between October and April (the dry monsoon )

unsanitary p 41 not clean

dominate(d) p 66 have a commanding influence on; exercise control over

manage p 75
be in charge of (a company, establishment, or undertaking); 

administer; run

suspect(ed) p 75
have an idea or impression of the existence, presence, or 

truth of (something) without certain proof

retire(d) p 88 having left one's job and ceased to work

accurate p 89
(of information, measurements, statistics, etc.) correct in all 

details; exact

efficient p 89
(especially of a system or machine) achieving maximum 

productivity with minimum wasted effort or expense

consistency p 90
conformity in the application of something, typically that 

which is necessary for the sake of logic, accuracy, or fairness

suppose(d) p 105
generally assumed or believed to be the case, but not 

necessarily so

underestimate p 134
estimate (something) to be smaller or less important than it 

actually is.

scrawny p 134 (of a person or animal) unattractively thin and bony

inflate(d) p 140 distended through being filled with air or gas
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recruit p 265 enlist (someone) in the armed forces

analyze p 172
examine in detail the structure of (something, especially 
information), typically for purposes of explanation and 

interpretation

tailor p 172
a person whose occupation is making fitted clothes such as 

suits, pants, and jackets to fit individual customers

drought p 189
a prolonged or chronic shortage or lack of something 

expected or desired

disqualified p 223
(of a person) declared ineligible for an office, activity, or 

competition because of an offense or infringement

prestigious p 265 inspiring respect and admiration; having high status

crucial p 305
decisive or critical, especially in the success or failure of 

something

devastating p 324 highly destructive or damaging
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